I
SPECIFICATIONS  AND   CONTKACT  FOE  DAM,
47.    All centering shall be made, put up, and Centering. removed in a manner satisfactory to the engineer.
48.    All stone masonry is to be built of sound, StJ^on dean quarry granite stone of quality and size satis-        asonry-factory to  the .engineer; all  joints  to   be   full of mortar, unless otherwise specified.
49.    Paving is to be laid without mortar, and is Pavin to be used for portions or the whole of the slopes of    av nff' the dam embankments, and at any other place that may be designated.
50.    This work is to be measured in accordance with the lines shown on the drawings or ordered during the progress of the work.    The stones used must "be roughly rectangular; all irregular projections and feather edges must be hammered off.    No stone will be accepted which has less than the depth represented on the plans or ordered.    Each stone used must be set solid on the foundation of broken stone or earth and no interstices must be left.
51.    After the slopes which are to receive the  Broken paving have been dressed, a layer of broken stone,       Stone*, nine inches thick or less, is to be spread as a foundation for the paving wherever ordered.    The broken
stone must be sound and hard, not exceeding two Inches at the greatest diameter. Broken stones may -Ibe used also wherever the engineer may direct, and paid for under this head. Article Q, item (/). The cost of the broken stone used for making concrete is included in the price hereinbefore stipulated for concrete laid.
52.    Riprap instead of paving may be used for covering  a  large   portion  of the dam slopes, and RJPT*P' wherever the engineer may order.    It shall be made
of stone of such size and quality and in such manner as he shall direct, and must be roughly laid by hand. It will generally be put on in thick layers, and if found cheaper will probably be substituted for paving on the lower slopes of the dam below the berm.
53.    Rubble-stone masonry is to be used for the central part of the dam, for the wing-walls of the earth embankments, for the gate-house, and wherever ordered by the engineer.
It shall be made with sound clean stones of compact texture, free from loose seams and other defects. They must have roughly rectangular forms, and all irregular projections and feather edges must be JNMftmmered off before the stones are set. The beds

